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This comment looks at the current crisis in Syria and its effect on Lebanon. This comment first looks at the recent history of Lebanon stemming from the entrance of Palestinians into Lebanon after their deportation of Israel to Lebanon today. Thereafter, this comment looks at the evolution of the responsibility to protect doctrine from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, to the 2005 World Summit Outcome Report to the 2009 Secretary General Report on Responsibility to Protect. This comment addresses the role of both Lebanon and the international community in its responsibility to protect Syrian refugees. This comment concludes with the argument that under three pillars of the responsibility to protect doctrine, Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees entering its border and has sufficiently done so despite threats of starvation and inadequate shelter among Syrian refugees. Finally, this comment discusses the failures of the international Community in its responsibility to protect Syria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

“[M]y people cannot be asked to shoulder the burden of what is a regional and global challenge.” King Abdullah of Jordan.

Lebanon has faced the same troubling circumstances as Jordan. Lebanon has been engulfed by conflict in recent history as a result of its geographic location. First, it was the emergence of the Palestinian Liberation Organization and Palestinian refugees that helped spawn the 1975-1992 Civil War. Post-civil war Lebanon faced several problems, namely the influence of Syria inside Lebanon, the 2006 Israel-Hezbollah War and rise of Hezbollah, and several political assassinations in between. Now, Lebanon is faced with a new challenge that may be graver then it has ever faced before.

The outbreak of the Syrian Civil War, which began in March of 2011, has had a great impact on the Middle East and specifically Lebanon. As of April 2014, there are 979,146 registered Syrian

---

6 See Doyle McManus, Syria and the perils of proxy war, L.A. TIMES (Jan. 12, 2014), http://www.latimes.com/opinion/commentary/la-oe-mcmanus-column-proxy-war-syria-20140112,0,3793022.column#axzz2q9JTqbz2 (arguing that the Syrian conflict has established a proxy war between Iran and Saudi Arabia creating effects throughout the region).
refugees in Lebanon and in total 1,026,626 total persons concerned.7 Excluding Syrian refugees, Lebanon has a population of 4.42 million people.8 Lebanon is a very diverse country with eighteen recognized religions.9 Lebanon has a confessional government that is based on the Taif agreement, which ended the Lebanese civil war.10 The amount of Syrian refugees is growing at an outstanding rate, making up nearly 25% of the Lebanese Population.11 Currently, Syrian refugees are facing trials and tribulations inside Lebanon as they seek assistance.12 Lebanon has failed to provide adequate shelter to refugees entering the country for fear of permanent settlement.13

This comment will first look at the history of Lebanon from the entrance of Palestinian refugees to the Lebanese Civil War, to Lebanon today. Next, this comment will look at the history and origins of the responsibility to protect doctrine (hereinafter responsibility to protect or R2P). Then, this comment will look at whether Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees and if so, whether Lebanon has abided by this responsibility. Thereafter, this comment will determine what role the international community has to help Lebanon in protecting the Syrian refugees inside of Lebanon under the responsibility to protect doctrine and whether they satisfy this role. This comment concludes that Lebanon does have a responsibility to protect;

9 DAVID S. SORENSON, GLOBAL SECURITY WATCH—LEBANON A REFERENCE HANDBOOK 49 (Greenwood Publishing Group 2010).
12 See id.
13 See Norimitsu Onishi, Lebanon Worries That Housing Will Make Syrian Refugees Stay, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 11, 2013 at A1; but see Baker, supra note 11 (it took nearly six months to lobby the Lebanese Government to allow Ikea to set up housing units for a trial run, but it will probably take another six months to acquire a significant number of shelters into the country).
that Lebanon has abided by this responsibility; and that the international community must do more to assist Lebanon in dealing with the influx of Syrian refugees.

II. BACKGROUND

A. History of Lebanon

The history of Lebanon merits discussion to understand the ramifications of Syrian refugees entering Lebanon as well as discussion of the events transpiring in Lebanon today. For this article, we will discuss the entrance of Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon, post civil war Lebanon, and Lebanon since the beginning of the Syrian Civil War.

1. Entrance of Palestinian Refugees

Palestinians have faced a tumultuous history since their exodus of Israel in 1948. On April 18, 1948, Palestinians fled their homes and entered neighboring states. When Palestinians entered Lebanon at the Lausanne Conference, suggestions were made for Lebanon to resettle 100,000 Palestinian refugees, but Lebanese officials refused, stating the possibility of settling refugees in a over populated area was limited. Regardless of the economic factors, there was a hesitation against Palestinian refugees based on religious considerations due to a “delicate balance between the country’s Christian and Muslim communities.” As Israel established its hold and more refugees were forced to leave their land, Jordan was confronted with the Palestinian militia. Jordan’s government launched the Black September Attack in 1971, which forced the Palestinian guerrillas out of Jordan, establishing themselves inside Lebanon. Despite reservations and concerns, the Lebanese President welcomed Palestinian refugees mandating they be given food, shelter, and medical care. However, the establishment of Fatah in the 1960s created tension between the Palestinians in Lebanon and Israel. The refusal of Lebanon to commit troops to Palestinians in the 1967 war, followed by U.S. support of Israel, led to the Palestinian

15 Id. at 23.
16 Id. at 24.
17 Id. at 27.
18 Id. at 29.
19 Id. at 30.
mobilization of the refugee camp population and its militias. In 1970, the Palestinian Liberation Organization established itself inside Lebanon. This created tension between Maronite Christians inside Lebanon and Lebanese Muslims, which eventually drove Lebanon into a civil war that lasted over fifteen years.

2. Post Civil War Lebanon

The Taif Agreement ended the civil war in Lebanon and introduced the Syrian sphere of influence inside Lebanon under the rule of President Hafez Al-Assad. At the end of the Lebanese civil war, Syria used the vulnerability of Lebanon to control Lebanese affairs. Prior to the Taif Agreement, Syria and Lebanon had opposing views in seeking resolution. Lebanon’s position was that the continued presence of Syrian troops would prevent Lebanese sovereignty while conceding that the troops needed to be there until Lebanon could redevelop its own military. Syria’s position was that they needed to remain inside Lebanon to maintain stability within the region. The Taif Agreement reached a conclusion in an attempt to satisfy the needs of Lebanese Christians, Lebanese Muslims, and Syria. Despite the resolution of the Taif Agreement, “Syria continued to exercise de facto authority over Lebanon.” Syria maintained influence over Lebanon for over the next decade until the Cedar Revolution on March 14, 2005, in

---

20 Id.
21 Id. at 31.
22 See id. at 31-33.
24 See id.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 See id. at 107 (the agreement acknowledged the finality of the Lebanese homeland, emphasizing Lebanese territorial integrity requiring the withdrawal of foreign troops to comfort the Christians. It gave Muslims a larger political role to satisfy the Muslims. Lastly the agreement established privileged relations between Lebanon and Syria).
29 Id. at 108.
the aftermath of the assassination of former Prime Minister Rafik Hariri.\textsuperscript{30} This led to Syrian troops being forced out of Lebanon.\textsuperscript{31}

3. Syrian Civil War and Lebanon Today

The Syrian civil war began when protestors staged a rare protest in Damascus on March 15, 2011, calling for democratic reforms and the release of all political prisoners in Syria.\textsuperscript{32} As the protests continued in Syria, Najib Mikati formed a cabinet dominated by Hezbollah in Lebanon in June, 2011.\textsuperscript{33} The conflict in Syria continued to get worse, spilling over into Lebanon with clashes between Sunni Muslims and Alawites in Tripoli in 2012.\textsuperscript{34} On March 22, 2013, Lebanon’s government collapsed as Prime Minister Miqati’s cabinet resigned with the Syrian crisis continuing to become a burden on Lebanon.\textsuperscript{35} The government remained in peril for ten months until a new cabinet was formed on February 15, 2014, when new Prime Minister Tammam Salam formed a new cabinet.\textsuperscript{36} In 2013, Lebanon also saw several bombings occur inside Lebanon as Syrian refugees


\textsuperscript{31} Id.


\textsuperscript{34} Bassem Mroue, Syria’s Civil War Spills Into Lebanon, HUFFINGTON POST (Dec. 5, 2012), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/05/syria-civil-war-lebanon_n_2243488.html.


continued to pour into Lebanon.\textsuperscript{37} Now that the recent history of Lebanon has been analyzed, we will take a look at how R2P was created.

\textbf{B. Universal Declaration of Human Rights}

Refugee is a term no individual wants to be called. However, in the world we live in, many people seek asylum to neighboring states to avoid genocide, massacres, and persecution. After World War II, the international community realized the need to protect refugees who flee their state as a result of conflict.\textsuperscript{38} In 1946, during its first session, the UN General Assembly realized the importance of the problems post World War II refugees faced, stating “no refugees or displaced persons who have finally and definitely . . . expressed valid objections to returning to their countries of origin . . . shall be compelled to return.”\textsuperscript{39} Thereafter, the UN General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights on December 10, 1948.\textsuperscript{40} In article 14, section 1, the declaration states “[e]veryone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.”\textsuperscript{41} Two years later, the UN General Assembly established the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) on December 14, 1950.\textsuperscript{42} The goals of the UNHCR are to ensure that everyone can seek asylum

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{37} See Lebanon blasts hit Iran’s embassy in Beirut, BBC NEWS (Nov. 19, 2013), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-24997876 (at least 22 people were killed and 144 injured in the bombing outside the Iranian Embassy).


\textsuperscript{39} Id.


\end{footnotesize}
and to safeguard the rights and well being of refugees. One primary responsibility is to provide “international protection” to refugees thereby assisting governments to seek “permanent solutions for the problem of refugees.” The creation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights along with the UNHCR was a victory for international law at the end of World War II. However, despite its steps, atrocities continued and the international community needed to develop a subsequent principle in international law.

C. Refugee Law

To expand on this right to seek refuge, the UN created the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees in 1951. The Convention is the most widely ratified refugee treaty, and also remains central to the protection activities of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). A refugee, according to the Convention, is someone who is unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion. In its preamble, the convention highlighted that the United Nations has manifested its concern for refugees. Rights such as housing and employment are part of the rights that refugees must be afforded under the conventions. Then, in 1967, there was the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees. The protocol expanded the Convention to those who became refugees after January 1, 1951. Lebanon has not ratified the Convention Relating to

44 Goodwin-Gill, supra note 38.
45 See id.
47 Goodwin-Gill, supra note 38.
49 Id.
50 Id.
52 Id.
the Status of Refugees and is therefore not bound to its law. 53 While
the doctrine on refugee law has expanded since the end of World War II, the goal of this comment is to apply refugee law into R2P.

D. Responsibility to Protect

4. Rwandan Genocide and its role in R2P

The Responsibility to Protect doctrine is a relatively new
document of international law, which states that sovereign states have a
responsibility to protect their population, and if they fail to do so, then
the international community must take this responsibility. 54 This
principle developed out of the UN’s response to a series of genocides
occurring in the 20th century, resulting in R2P’s creation at the
International Commission on International and State Sovereignty,
further dialogue at the 2004 Report of the High-Level Panel on Threats,
Challenges and Change, and R2P’s official adoption at the 2005 World
Summit Outcome Report. 55 Unfortunately, many tragedies needed to
occur before the international community accepted R2P. In 1945, the
United Nations was created with the primary purpose to create
international peace and security as well as to promote respect for
human rights and freedoms. 56 Despite its purpose, several atrocities
occurred thereafter, none more severe then the Rwandan genocide.

In 1994, the majority Hutu population planned to massacre the
minority Tutu population in Rwanda. 57 The genocide lasted roughly
100 days in which 800,000 people, mainly Tutsi, were murdered. 58 The
Rwandan genocide was not limited to Rwanda itself. As a result of the
genocide, another crises occurred known as the Great Lake refugee

55 See id.
56 U.N. Charter art. 1, para 1; 3.
58 Id.
Several of the Hutu people fled to neighboring regions known as the Great Lakes region. While refugees fled from the Tutsi population, members of the Interhamwe hid among the refugees and began to militarize the camps to launch attacks. This is significant to highlight the need to protect refugees under the R2P doctrine. If the international community takes better efforts to protect refugees, then refugee camps would be a safe-haven for people fleeing their countries.

The tragedy in Rwanda led to discussions on a new concept in international law ultimately leading to the creation of Responsibility to Protect.

2. International Commission on International and State Sovereignty

In 2000, then Secretary General Kofi Annan asked “[i]f humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica, to gross and systematic violation of human rights that offend every precept of our common humanity?” Consequently, in 2001, the expression the “responsibility to protect” was presented in the report of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS). The ICISS found that a nation’s sovereignty created a requirement to protect populations from mass atrocities. The ICISS laid out three main responsibilities for individual states: (1) the responsibility to prevent, (2) the responsibility to react, and (3) the responsibility to rebuild.

61 Id.
63 Id.
65 The Responsibility to Protect, INT’L COMM’N ON INTERVENTION AND STATE SOVEREIGNTY XI (Dec. 2001), available at
i. **The Responsibility to Prevent**

According to the ICISS report, the responsibility to prevent addresses the root causes of internal conflict and other man-made crises putting populations at risk. The responsibility lies first and foremost with sovereign states and the communities and institutions within them. Despite the main responsibility being placed on sovereign states, the international community is still needed.

ii. **The Responsibility to React**

The “responsibility to react” deals with situations of compelling human need by requiring the international community to take appropriate measures. If preventive measures fail, then the international community must take measures to protect vulnerable populations. The ICISS report goes on to discuss actions that can be taken by the international community, such as, economic sanctions military intervention in extreme cases only. Again, although the responsibility to react could involve dealing with the international community to deal with refugees, the ICISS does not explicitly state this under this protection.

iii. **The Responsibility to Rebuild**

Lastly, the ICISS report states that R2P’s main objective is to follow through and rebuild societies. This responsibility includes the commitment to stay in a state and help it rebuild until that state can manage on its own. The ICISS report discussed the 1998 Secretary General’s report on The Causes of Conflict and the Promotion of Durable Peace and Sustainable Development in Africa. One of the

---


66 Id.
67 Id. at 19.
68 Id.
69 Id. at 29.
70 Id.
71 Id. at 30-32.
72 Id. at 39.
73 Id.
74 Id. at 40.
goals that the Secretary General highlighted was that “ensuring the safe, smooth, and early repatriation and resettlement of refugees and displaced persons.” Therefore, although the ICISS report only directly cited to the responsibility of the international community to help refugees return home, inferentially, the international community has a responsibility to accept refugees who are fleeing a crisis. The ICISS laid the foundation for the official creation of R2P at the 2005 World Summit.


The next stage in the evolution of R2P was the 2004 Report of the High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change. In the report, there is a section entitled “Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, internal threats, and the responsibility to protect.” The report discusses the ambiguity the Charter of the United Nations created when it comes to saving lives in countries that meet the standard of mass atrocity; consequently, there is a divide between intervention and non-intervention. The report then states that the principle of non-intervention cannot be accepted when it comes to genocide under the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. In section 201, the Panel’s report makes important distinctions on the R2P doctrine. First, the paragraph discusses how the humanitarian disasters in Somalia, Rwanda, Darfur, among others, have concentrated attention not on the immunities of sovereign governments, but on their responsibility to protect their own people and the wider international community. The report recognizes that there is “growing recognition” that the issue is not the “right to intervene,” but the “right to protect” every state from mass murder and rape, ethnic cleansing by forcible expulsion, and deliberate starvation and exposure to disease.

75 Id.
77 See id. at ¶ 199-203.
78 Id. at ¶ 199.
79 Id. at ¶ 200.
80 Id. at ¶ 201.
81 Id.
The report then states that when a state fails to protect its people, the international community should take the responsibility of rebuilding these shattered societies.82 This can be done through measures such as the dispatch of humanitarian rights and police missions, with force being used as a last resort.83 The report then endorsed the emerging norm that there is an international responsibility to protect in the event of genocide and other large scale killings when sovereign governments have failed to stop these events.84 Significantly, the panel states “[u]nder international law, the primary responsibility to protect civilians from suffering in war lies with belligerents—State or non-State. International humanitarian law provides minimum protection and standards applicable to the most vulnerable in situations of armed conflict, including women, children, and refugees, which must be respected.”85 Since humanitarian law to protect refugees, R2P needs to be applied to refugees as well. The 2004 report paved way for the 2005 World Summit Outcome Report.

4. 2005 World Summit Outcome Report

R2P was officially accepted at the 2005 United Nations General Assembly World Summit Outcome Report.86 The report specifically addresses R2P in articles 138 and 139.87 Article 138 focuses on the responsibility of the individual state in protecting its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.88 Specifically Article 138 states:

Each individual State has the responsibility to protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. This responsibility entails the prevention of such crimes, including their incitement, through appropriate and necessary means. We accept that responsibility and will act in accordance with it. The international community should, as appropriate, encourage and

---

82 Id.
83 Id.
84 Id. at ¶ 202.
85 Id. at ¶ 232.
87 Id.
88 Id.
help States to exercise this responsibility and support the United Nations in establishing an early warning capability.\textsuperscript{89}

Article 139 expands the responsibility to protect to the international community. Article 139 states:

The international community, through the United Nations, also has the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means, in accordance with Chapters VI and VIII of the Charter, to help to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. . . . We also intend to commit ourselves, as necessary and appropriate, to helping States build capacity to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and to assisting those which are under stress before crises and conflicts break out.\textsuperscript{90}

The World Summit Report clearly defines the UN’s expectations to protect the international community and further solidified the existing principles of the R2P doctrine.

5. Genocide in Sudan

The genocide of Darfur is a good example of how the international community reacted to the R2P doctrine. In the genocide of Darfur, 200,000 to 300,000 people were killed.\textsuperscript{91} Other statistics show that 400,000 people were killed.\textsuperscript{92} The United Nations Security Council, seeing the massacre occurring, endorsed an African Union

\textsuperscript{89} Id. at art. 138.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at art. 139.
peacekeeping force to enter into Sudan. This proved to be ineffective as the genocide continued. Then, in 2006, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1706. Resolution 1706 expressed concern for the security of refugees. Moreover, the Resolution specifically referenced Resolution 1674 on the protection of civilians in armed conflict, which reaffirms the articles 138 and 139 of the 2005 United Nations World Summit Report. The United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1755 on April 30, 2007, again reaffirming articles 138 and 139 of the 2005 World Summit Report, while simultaneously extending its mission in Sudan. There are both positive and negative aspects to this resolution. The Resolution is positive in that it showed the Security Council fully supporting the R2P doctrine, which is a great step for the international community. Conversely, despite this resolution, the massacre in Sudan continued, and there remains conflict in Sudan today.

**i. 2009 Secretary General Report**

The 2005 World Summit Outcome Report led to the Security Council’s adoption of the principles of R2P. On April 28, 2006, the Security Council in Resolution 1674 reaffirmed the provisions of paragraphs 138 and 139 of the 2005 World Summit Report regarding the responsibility to protect populations from the four aforementioned crimes. Then, in 2009, the Secretary General of the General Assembly submitted a report outlining a three-pillar strategy in implementing articles 138-139 of the 2005 World Summit Report. Pillar one looks at the protection responsibilities of the State, pillar two

---

93 Id.


95 Id.

96 Id.

97 Id.

looks at international assistance and capacity building, and pillar three looks at timely and decisive response.99

ii. Pillar One

Pillar one looks at protection responsibilities of the state. In article 138, the responsibility of the State is to protect its “populations” from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.100 In the report, the Secretary General states, “[p]illar one is the enduring responsibility of the State to protect its populations, whether nationals or not, from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, and from their incitement.”101 One recommendation the Secretary General gives is for states to become parties to relevant international instruments on human rights, international humanitarian law, refugee law, and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.102 The Secretary General then states that States can seek assistance from the United Nations, regional organizations, specialized non-governmental organizations, to pass legislation and ensure the implementation of relevant international human rights and humanitarian standards.103 Pillar one, therefore, is essential to the prevention of mass atrocity; states have the primary responsibility to protect populations whether nationals or not. Pillar two expands the responsibility to protect to international assistance and capacity building.

iv. Pillar Two

Pillar two, according to the Secretary General, is “the commitment of the States and international community in meeting those obligations.”104 This pillar looks at the responsibilities of “Member States, regional and sub-regional arrangements, civil society, and the private sector” to help assist states in ensuring the responsibility

100 2005 World Summit Outcome, supra note 86, at art. 138.
101 Secretary General Report, supra note 99, at ¶ 11.
102 Id. at ¶ 17
103 Id. at ¶ 22.
104 Id. at ¶ 11
to protect is maintained.105 The Secretary General maintains that emphasis on these two pillars is crucial in maintaining the responsibility to protect doctrine. Pillar two gets to the role of the international community. Pillar three deals with timely and decisive responses.

v. Pillar Three

Under pillar three, the Secretary General highlighted the first two sentences of Article 139. The international community, through the United Nations, has the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful needs in accordance with Chapter VI and VII of the Charter, to help protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.”106 The Secretary General then emphasizes that this pillar encompasses a wide range of non-coercive and non-violent response measures under Chapter VI and VII of the Charter.107 The threshold for measures under Chapter VI of the Charter is lower than the threshold for enforcement action under Chapter VII. The next section will look at whether Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees.

III. ISSUE

Although the history of the R2P doctrine reflects the strides made by the international community to ensure that refugees are being afforded basic human rights, R2P must play a bigger role between Lebanon and Syria. Lebanon has been plagued with violence due to its neighboring countries. Currently there are just over 400,000 Palestinian refugees in Lebanon.108 The Palestinian refugees are not allowed citizenship, cannot own property, are without representation, and are denied human rights.109 They are living within twelve different refugee camps within the borders of Lebanon.110 Throughout Lebanon’s recent history, the Palestinian refugees have faced grave moments, yet none as

105 Id.
106 Id. at ¶ 28.
107 Id.
109 Id.
110 Id.
tragic as the Sabra and Shatilia massacre during the civil war in September of 1982. In direct response to the assassination of then-President Bashir Gemayel, nearly 2000 refugees were massacred.\textsuperscript{111}

In addition to the 400,000 Palestinian refugees, there are 979,146 Syrian-registered refugees in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{112} As a result of the pain and suffering Lebanon faced when Palestinian refugees arrived in the 20th century, Lebanon has allowed, but not welcomed, Syrian refugees with open arms. When Syrians entered, Lebanon did not allow the construction of formal camps.\textsuperscript{113} The NPR reported that “[r]efugees can build tents, but cannot construct foundations or install plumbing.”\textsuperscript{114} Only recently has the UN been partially successful in attempting to improve the housing inside Lebanon.\textsuperscript{115} The UNHCR teamed up with IKEA in order to setup housing inside Lebanon using IKEA supplies.\textsuperscript{116} After six months of intense lobbying inside Lebanon, the Lebanese government finally agreed to test a trial run.\textsuperscript{117} However, at the pace this is going most refugees will have to bear the winter of Lebanon without adequate shelter.\textsuperscript{118} Roberta Russo, UNHCR’s Beirut-based spokesperson stated, “[i]n Lebanon the government has been reluctant to set up any structure that has any resemblance of permanence . . . [a]fter what they went through with the Palestinians, they want to make sure the presence of Syrians is temporary.”\textsuperscript{119}


\textsuperscript{112} UNHCR, Syria Regional Refugee Response - Lebanon, \textit{supra} note 7.

\textsuperscript{113} Susannah George, \textit{Years of Turmoil Weigh on Beirut as Syria Strains Lebanon}, NPR (Dec. 29, 2013), \url{http://www.npr.org/blogs/parallels/2013/12/29/257915842/years-of-turmoil-weigh-on-beirut-amid-recent-strain}.

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{See} Baker, \textit{supra} note 11.

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{118} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.}
Not only has shelter been marginal at best, refugees in Lebanon are facing starvation. A UNICEF report cites to a “[s]ilent threat emerging among Syrian refugee children in Lebanon.”\(^{120}\) UNICEF representative Annamaria Laurini stated, “Malnutrition is a new, silent threat among refugees in Lebanon, linked to poor hygiene, unsafe drinking water, diseases, lack of immunization, and improper feeding practices of young children.”\(^{121}\) According to the report, nearly 2,000 Syrian refugee children under the age of five are at risk of dying and need immediate treatment to survive.\(^{122}\) The situation is getting worse due to aggravating factors such as “increase in food prices, risk of food insecurity, increasing numbers and new arrivals of refugees from Syria that could be in worse condition.”\(^{123}\) As a result of this porous effort on the part of Lebanon in assisting the Syrian refugees, the question that must be determined is whether Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees in Lebanon.

IV. ANALYSIS

Based on the three-pillar approach under the 2009 Secretary General Report, Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees. Lebanon does have a responsibility to protect, but it has not violated this responsibility despite the poor conditions Syrian refugees face. Lebanon alone is not responsible, but the international community as a whole is responsible for the refugees because one state alone cannot handle this ordeal. The international community has failed in its responsibility to protect for several reasons.

A. Pillar I

Lebanon has a responsibility to protect under pillar one of the Secretary General’s three pillars of responsibility to protect. Pillar one forces states to carry the primary responsibility for the protection of populations from genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and


\(^{121}\) Id.

\(^{122}\) Id.

\(^{123}\) Id.
Therefore, for Syrian refugees to be granted the protection by Lebanon, they must meet the requirements of being part of the Lebanese population. If Syrian refugees meet the definition for Lebanon to protect them, then we must determine if the treatment of Syrian refugees has been poor enough for Lebanon to have violated their duty.

When the responsibility to protect doctrine was created at the World Summit, the agreement stated that each state has to the responsibility to protect “its populations” from the aforementioned crimes. This leads to the problem of interpreting what “its populations” means. In the Secretary General’s report, he states, “[p]illar one is the enduring responsibility of the State to protect its populations, ‘whether nationals or not,’ from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, and from their incitement.” This is an important distinction that is made because it elaborates populations to include non-nationals. As a result, Lebanon owes any refugee who enters the country a duty to protect because that population falls within the parameters of populations. Now that it has been determined that Lebanon has a responsibility to protect refugees, we must determine if they have violated this right under pillar one. Lebanon violates its responsibility if it fails to protect the refugees from “genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.”

Syrian refugees fled from Syria to avoid genocide, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing. Lebanon’s treatment of Syrian refugees may be subpar, but it does not come near the definitions of genocide, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing. Specifically, the lack of appropriate shelter for the refugee camps along with the threats to starvation exemplifies the subpar treatment. An argument could be made that Lebanon’s actions may fall under crimes against humanity in terms of their treatment of Syrian refugees. The crimes against humanity are

---

125 2005 World Summit Outcome, supra note 86, at art. 138.
126 See generally id.
127 Secretary General Report, supra note 99, at ¶ 11.
“Crimes against humanity” is defined as:

[a]ny of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack
(a) Murder; (b) Extermination; (c) Enslavement; (d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population; (e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law; (f) Torture; (g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity; (h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international law, in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; (i) Enforced disappearance of persons; (j) The crime of apartheid; (k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.

The poor treatment of refugees does not fall under nearly all of these factors, however there is an argument to be made for section k, which is an all-inclusive catch phrase of other inhumane acts of similar character intentionally causing great suffering. We must determine whether the poor treatment of refugees qualifies as an inhumane act of similar character intentionally causing great suffering. In drafting the article, there were delegations on both ends of the spectrum. There were delegations that wanted to preserve this section, and there were
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delegations raised grave concerns. The concerns arose over its imprecise, open nature and troubles understanding what falls under this category. The solution is seen in the language of the text in that specifying that “the acts must be of a character similar to that of the other enumerated acts and must intentionally cause great suffering or serious injury to mental or physical health.” Thus, it is somewhat subjective in determining whether Lebanon has violated crimes against humanity as to the Syrian refugees in Lebanon. The treatment of refugees has been subpar with the Lebanese government failing to care of the refugees in an ideal manner. However, despite these poor conditions the refugees face, realistically, Lebanon cannot be charged with failing to protect the Syrian refugees for fear of several reasons. If Lebanon were to be charged with such an action under pillar one, they could simply attempt to close their borders from Syrian refugees. This has not happened, and there are already political figures inside Lebanon proposing to close borders to Syrian refugees. Therefore, although Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees under pillar one due to the fact they are non-nationals inside the border, no one would or could challenge that Lebanon has failed to protect Syrian refugees for fear of the fact that it could force Lebanon to shut off its borders completely.

B. Pillar II

“Pillar two is the commitment of the international community to assist states in meeting those obligations.” Although Lebanon, as a state in the international community, must assist states in meeting these obligations, the purpose of pillar two is defeated once a State is determined to commit criminal violations. Syria has committed
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criminal violations of genocide and war crimes, so the international community would be pillar three of the Secretary General’s report. Therefore, pillar two is outside the scope of this comment given that the Syrian civil war has been ongoing for two years.

C. Pillar III

Pillar three is the “responsibility of Member States to respond collectively in a timely and decisive manner when a State is manifestly failing to provide such protection.”138 “If a State is manifestly failing to protect its populations, the international community must be prepared to take collective action to protect populations, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.”139 Pillar three includes a variety of non-coercive and non-violent measures through chapters VI and VII of the Charter of the United Nations.140 The protection of refugees should be considered within the realm of pillar three. First and foremost, pillar three goes into effect after a state has failed to take the responsibility that they have to protect their people. This inference implies that one of the four crimes is taking place, and that many lives are at risk. The most successful way the international community can take—short of military action—to protect these people from massacre, is to provide aid and allow the people to seek refuge. No one denies that Lebanon has allowed Syrian refugees to enter the country, but it is the poor treatment of refugees that is problematic. The acceptance of refugees is an important aspect of the responsibility to protect, the importance of which several countries have highlighted in their meetings post-Secretary General Report.

In the 97th plenary meeting on July 23, 2009, France and Bosnia and Herzegovina highlighted the importance of refugees in the doctrine of responsibility to protect.141 The representative of France stated that “[s]tate respect for human rights law, international humanitarian law and refugee law is the first step towards responsible
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sovereignty and preventing the four crimes.” The representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina stated that regional organizations should have measures to support capacity building in the protection of refugees and internally displaced persons. In the 99th plenary session, a representative of Romania maintained that the responsibility to protect encapsulates existing conventional and customary obligations under refugee law. These representatives all believe that the protection of refugees is vital to R2P. Based on these views, the protection of refugees should be included in pillar three for the international community in its responsibility. Subsequently, Lebanon should have a duty under pillar three to protect refugees that enter its borders from Syria.

**D. International Responsibility to Protect**

Under the doctrine of responsibility to protect, Lebanon should not be alone in helping Syrian refugees who are seeking asylum. Currently, there are a total of 2,322,564 Syrian refugees, 819,239 of which are inside Lebanon. This figure does not include unregistered refugees fleeing inside Lebanon or even those who have dual citizenship with Lebanon. Newly appointed resident and humanitarian coordinator for the U.N.’s global development network, Ross Mountain, recently spoke out about the refugee crisis in Lebanon. In his senior role at the United Nations Development Program, Mountain thinks Lebanon, as a nation, can capitalize by helping Syrian refugees. Mountain thinks, given the overwhelmed infrastructure, overcrowded neighborhoods, fierce competition for low-
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paying jobs, among other problems, that Lebanon’s efforts have been commendable. Mountain further added, “[i]t’s important for the international community to be supporting Lebanon. At the moment, it has in terms of population the greatest burden of any country.”

Lastly, Mountain attempted to make the argument that Syrian refugees are different from the Palestinian refugees currently in Lebanon because the Syrian refugees will have a home to return to. This, however, remains to be seen as that for this to occur President Assad will eventually need to be replaced and there are no signs that he is going anywhere anytime soon. Mountain is absolutely correct that the international community must aid Lebanon in dealing with this responsibility.

The amount of refugees that Europe and the United States have taken in is significantly low. The United States only accepted a whopping thirty-one Syrian refugees in the last fiscal year. To put in perspective the landmass of Lebanon compared to that of the United States, it is roughly the size of Connecticut. Yet, despite this difference in landmass, Lebanon has been forced to accept hundreds of thousands of refugees while the U.S. has done little when it comes to Syrian refugees. The United States is not the only international power to not accept Syrian refugees; the United Kingdom has not opened its doors to Syrian refugees at all. People who have criticized the government have called Britain’s approach as “no room at the inn” policy. However, not only has Britain failed to do its due diligence, but most of Europe has failed when it comes to accepting Syrian refugees. Only
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Germany has been helpful to Syrian refugees in that they have taken in 10,000 Syrian refugees. Outside of Germany, only nine countries in the EU have accepted refugees, and the total amount excluding Germany is 2,340 refugees. The effort taken by the European Union has been so pitiful that Amnesty International denounced this failure in satirical video. The crisis in Syria, in its entirety, has exemplified that despite the main reason for the failure of the responsibility to protect is the Security Council of the U.N.

Article 23 of the Charter of the United Nations discusses the creation of the Security Council and lists the five permanent security council members, of which Russia and China are members. In article 27, paragraph three, the Charter of the United Nations states, “[d]ecisions of the Security Council on all other matters shall be made by an affirmative vote of nine members including the concurring votes of the permanent members,” which inferentially gives the permanent members a veto vote. The veto vote of the Security Council has been the greatest reason for the failures of international law. There is no better example than the events that have transpired in Syria.

Russia and China continued to be a hindrance on any resolution in Syria. First, Russia and China voted against a proposed U.N. Security Council Resolution on October 4, 2011. French U.N. Ambassador Gerard Araud condemned Russia and China’s veto stating, “[t]his is not a matter of wording. It is a political choice. It is a refusal of all resolutions of the council against Syria.” This was the first resolution that Russia and China vetoed. Then, on February, 4, 2012, Russia and China vetoed another Security Council Resolution on Syria which endorsed the Arab League plan for Assad to hand power to a
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deputy for a smooth transition into democracy. “Russia complained that the draft resolution was an improper and biased attempt at “regime change” in Syria.” However, Russia’s true reasons are that Syria is its sole major Middle East ally and an important buyer of Russian arms exports as well as host to a Russian naval base. This led the U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Susan Rice, to express her disgust with their veto adding that, “any further bloodshed that flows will be on their hands.” Again, on July 19, 2012, Russia and China vetoed another Security Council Resolution on Syria. The lack of Security Council resolution only further drove Syria into conflict. Failed efforts by the Security Council show that although the responsibility to protect is a widely accepted doctrine, politics will continue to be a plague against international law.

Finally, on February 23, 2014, three years after the Syrian Civil War began, has the U.N. Security Council passed Security Council Resolution 2139. The Resolution is a great step taken by the international community that unfortunately has come far too late as a result of Russia and China. The text of the resolution further supports the notion that Lebanon has done a commendable job taking in refugees. The text states:

“Expressing grave concern at the increasing number of refugees and internally displaced persons caused by the conflict in Syria, which has a destabilising impact on the entire region, and underscoring its appreciation for the significant and admirable efforts
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that have been made by the countries of the region, notably Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, Iraq and Egypt, to accommodate the more than 2.4 million refugees who have fled Syria as a result of the on-going violence, while acknowledging the enormous political, socioeconomic and financial impact of the presence of large-scale populations in these countries, and underscoring the need for all parties to respect and maintain the security and civilian character of camps for refugees and internally displaced persons.”

This statement, made by the Security Council, supports Lebanon as doing its best given the circumstances it has faced. Although Lebanon has not treated Syrian refugees with the greatest support, this is due to the grave circumstances that Lebanon has faced, and its intention has been nothing short of admiration on the part of the Security Council.169 “The resolution does not call for any sanctions or punishment and only refers to "further steps" should it not be implemented.”170 The lack of sanctions against Syria was probably due to a Russian veto, if there was any sanction.

V. CONCLUSION

The international community is at a crossroads today in determining how to handle the crisis that is Syria. However, in one aspect of the conflict, the international community has been an absolute failure. The international community has left the burden of providing shelter to refugees firmly on the shoulders of countries bordering Syria, mainly Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey. Lebanon, as a result of its horrid history with Palestinian refugees, has been hesitant to provide support for these refugees. As a result, Syrian refugees in Lebanon face horrid conditions of inadequate shelter in the midst of a cold winter. The result could be the loss of life for refugees living in poor conditions.

The international community has to take three actions. First, the international community needs to support Lebanon financially to provide actual care for refugees while simultaneously suppressing Lebanon’s fears and ensuring that this is only a temporary basis until the Syrian war ends, so that the refugees can return home. Secondly,
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the international community needs to accept the responsibility they have under the responsibility to protect doctrine as recorded in articles 138-139 of the 2005 World Summit Report and the Attorney General’s subsequent report on the doctrine. They can do this by accepting more refugees into their territory, which would have two important effects. First, this would help carry the burden Lebanon faces in accepting refugees. Second, the international community would save several lives because they would know that they have another state that will accept them. Lebanon has a responsibility to protect Syrian refugees. However, if the international community fails to take on its responsibility, who will protect Lebanon?